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The small company growth stock captures the investor’s
imagination: Somewhere among the country’s thousands of small
public companies are the next Amazon, Starbucks or Microsoft,
all accessing the capital markets to fund exploration, innovation,
even transformation. There’s an undeniable romance—complete
with the potential to break one’s heart—to the small cap stock.

Similarly, the growth potential of small caps appeals to
portfolio-building financial advisors, most of whom prefer to
gain exposure for their clients through funds. With that decision
made, others remain. Where should small caps be used? How?
With which clients? And to what effect?
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To deepen our understanding of how financial advisors view the role of the small cap fund in an investment portfolio,
Calamos Investments in April 2019 sponsored a research project conducted by Advisor Perspectives with its extensive
database of financial advisors. Responses from 795 advisors in a range of intermediary distribution channels
(see page 15 for the survey demographics) serve as the basis for the report that follows.
In summary, the research shows:
> Most advisors (78%) believe in a “small company premium” (i.e., long-term outperformance by small
companies over large companies)—and that small caps offer potential to add alpha to a portfolio.
> Three out of four say small cap funds belong in a core portfolio.
> Just 30% of advisors use small cap allocations greater than 10%, despite plenty of
headroom under their firms’ investment policy guidelines.
> The majority of advisors (80%) use actively managed small cap funds, valuing active
management’s historical outperformance and portfolio management experience.
> Almost two-thirds (62%) use two or more active small cap funds.
> With a nod toward small caps’ heightened volatility, advisors say client
risk tolerance most guides their allocation decisions.
> Small cap growth funds are believed to be appropriate
for investors across a range of ages and portfolio sizes.
Included for additional context are several verbatim comments
from the survey respondents.

We thank all who participated in this research and look forward to your review.
For additional small cap investing insights, please contact us at 888-571-2567
or caminfo@calamos.com.
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3 OUT OF 4 ADVISORS
CONSIDER U.S. SMALL CAP A
CORE PORTFOLIO ALLOCATION.

MORE THAN 10% OF THE SURVEY RESPONDENTS
COMMENTED ON THE QUESTION OF WHETHER
SMALL CAP WAS A CORE PORTFOLIO ALLOCATION,
HERE’S A SAMPLING.

Do you consider small cap a core portfolio allocation?

75%

Yes

Yes.
“Greater opportunity to add alpha. Lower bar for long-term
sustainable growth. Greater long-term upside potential.”
RIA, >$1 billion in AUM

No

25%

“Absolutely essential for diversification but also for opportunity
to really add some alpha to a portfolio.”
Broker-dealer, $500 million to $1 billion, AUM

Source: Building Client Portfolios With Small Cap Growth, June 2019.

“I’d go so far as to say micro-caps are a core allocation.”
RIA, <$1 billion in AUM

“Once investing in a high quality small cap fund, one needs to
stay in the fund long term, through thick and thin.”
Broker-dealer, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

“Actively managed small cap can exploit market opportunities
as conditions change and should be a core part of the equity
component—not an asset class/style to move in and out of.”
RIA, >$1 billion in AUM
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“Small caps offer growth opportunity when the economy is in good
shape but large cap is stagnant.”
Broker-dealer, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

“Much greater potential alpha than large cap, and a better diversifier
via opportunities for lower correlation.”
RIA, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

“I think it’s appropriate to consider a slightly higher allocation to small
caps than is present in a typical ‘total market’ index fund, especially
for investors with longer time horizons.”
RIA, <$100 million in AUM

No.
“Small caps are too volatile for my clients to be considered a core
allocation.”
Broker-dealer, <$100 million in AUM

“We include small cap with any equity allocation but in varying
degrees.”
RIA, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

“We use both small cap growth and value funds. The goal is to
outperform. Think that this is an asset class to do this.”
Broker-dealer, <$100 million in AUM

“Small cap investments are a big part of any market rally. It’s also
important to note they can be a big part of a downturn as well. I feel
like small cap needs to have an allocation in any portfolio.”
Broker-dealer, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

“We focus on individual companies with strong balance sheets and
promising growth prospects. Whether they happen to be small, mid
or large cap is a secondary consideration.”
RIA, >$1 billion in AUM

“Small caps are not a true core holding but reasonably important in
any diversified account of size.”
RIA, $250 million to $500 million in AUM

“We use market cap weight to determine allocation as a percent of
equity. Small cap is not an asset class.”
Trust company, >$1 billion in AUM

“For the long haul, small cap is the way to go. I endured the market
downfall during the Great Recession, but the bounce back in small
cap more than made up the loss in two years.”
Investment consultant
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78% OF ADVISORS BELIEVE IN THE
“SMALL COMPANY PREMIUM”

“Yes, but probably small and shrinking.”
RIA, $250 million to $500 million in AUM

“Just read French and Fama. They’ve proved it.”
Do you believe there is a “small company premium”—
that is, long-term risk-adjusted outperformance by
small companies—that can be captured by investment
managers?

78%

Yes

Investment consultant

“Yes but...this premium exists primarily among companies not
followed by the Street (i.e., micro-caps).”
Trust company, >$1 billion in AUM

“There must be some small liquidity
premium built into the valuations of
these companies.”
Bank, >$1 billion in AUM

No

22%
“To get the premium one must hold through all cycles...”
Broker-dealer, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

Source: Building Client Portfolios With Small Cap Growth, June 2019.

“This is where home runs are hit...”
Broker-dealer, <$100 million in AUM

“I believe it exists. But I do think that with so many investment
vehicles currently trying to capitalize on it, I’m wondering if the
premium is at risk of going away.”
RIA, <$100 million in AUM

“Probably will increase over time because of the amount of
money entering into passive management as well as the
minimum amount of research coverage of small cap companies.
Therefore, active management small caps will have an
advantage vs. the total market.”
RIA, <$100 million in AUM
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RETURN POTENTIAL NOTWITHSTANDING,
ADVISORS ARE MOST MINDFUL OF
THEIR CLIENTS’ TOLERANCE FOR THE
VOLATILITY THAT ACCOMPANIES SMALL
CAP EQUITIES PERFORMANCE.

Valuation of small caps
relative to other asset
sub-classes

64%

22%

Bank, <$100 million

“Start with the Russell 3000 weight and then increase/decrease
based on your short-term and long-term views.”
RIA, $500 million to $1 billion in AUM

What is the factor that most influences your decision
about how much to allocate to U.S. small caps?

Client risk tolerance

“Small caps are like any other element in equities investing—it is
one part of a diversified strategy. I believe there should be some
exposure for most if not all investors, though exposure decreases
(as % of portfolio) with age of investor.”

“Client risk tolerance is a hub for all
investment decisions but I also look at
the economic cycle. When we reach our
next bear market, I expect I will increase
small cap holdings.”
Broker-dealer, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

“Depends where we are in the liquidity and credit cycle.”
Where we are in
the economic cycle

RIA, >$1 billion in AUM

14%
“Allocate more if recently out of favor, less if recently in favor.”
Broker-dealer, <$100 million in AUM

Source: Building Client Portfolios With Small Cap Growth, June 2019.

“Client risk tolerance, while important, can be managed more
effectively in other ways. In other words, using small cap allocation
as a tool to solve for risk tolerance is sub-optimal and lazy.”
RIA, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

“All based on client risk and down capture of the fund or ETF
being considered.”
Broker-dealer, $250 million to $500 million in AUM
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HALF OF ADVISORS LIKE SMALL CAPS FOR ALL SIZE PORTFOLIOS, AND 87% LIKE THEM
FOR ALL BUT THE SMALLEST PORTFOLIOS. WHILE TWO-THIRDS OF ADVISORS SAY
CLIENT AGE ISN’T A CONSIDERATION, ONE-THIRD PREFER TO USE SMALL CAPS FOR
INVESTORS AGE 50 AND YOUNGER.
For which client AUM cohort(s) is a small cap allocation
appropriate? (Choose as many as applicable)

52%

All

< $250K

$1 million-plus

22%

13%

Source: Building Client Portfolios With Small Cap Growth, June 2019.
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Investor age isn’t a
consideration with
small cap allocations

64%

Investor age 50
and under

13%

$250K to $1 million

For which client age cohort is a small cap allocation most
appropriate?

BUILDING CLIENT PORTFOLIOS WITH SMALL CAP GROWTH

Investor older than 50

Small cap allocations are
generally not appropriate
for most investors

31%

4%

1%

Source: Building Client Portfolios With Small Cap Growth, June 2019.
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CURRENT ALLOCATIONS ARE WELL BELOW INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT GUIDELINES.
WHILE MORE THAN HALF OF ADVISORS SAY THEIR ALLOCATIONS COULD REPRESENT AS
MUCH AS 10%-25% OF CLIENT PORTFOLIOS, 70% ALLOCATE LESS THAN 10% TO SMALL CAPS.

What is your current U.S. small cap allocation as a percentage
of equity portfolio assets?
< 5%
5-10%

4%

What is the maximum allocation to small cap allowed under
your firm’s IPS (Investment Policy Statement) or other policies
that restrict/limit portfolio positions?

9%

10%

10-25%
24%

>25%
26%

29%

46%

52%

Source: Building Client Portfolios With Small Cap Growth, June 2019.
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TWO-THIRDS OF ADVISORS ARE
LIKELIER TO CHOOSE AN ACTIVE
MANAGER FOR A SMALL CAP FUND.
Are you more likely to choose active over passive in
small caps vs. large or mid-caps?

Do you believe the typical small cap active manager
is more likely to outperform a benchmark than either
large or mid-cap active managers?

66%

Yes

No

7

AND, HERE’S WHY: MORE THAN HALF
OF ADVISORS EXPRESS CONFIDENCE
THAT ACTIVE MANAGEMENT CAN
OUTPERFORM IN THE SMALL CAP SPACE.

34%

Source: Building Client Portfolios With Small Cap Growth, June 2019.

56%

Yes

No

44%

Source: Building Client Portfolios With Small Cap Growth, June 2019.
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“There is more research to be done on smaller, less known
companies and that’s why I trust active managers for the
small cap space.”
Broker-dealer, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

“Usually looking for funds that consistently beat their benchmark but
usually split position with passive and active managers.”
RIA, <$100 million in AUM

“It is very hard to outperform the market but I feel like active
managers that really dig into small companies can find value from
information that is not as well known as blue chip companies.”
Broker-dealer, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

“This question is not easy to answer. I often have constraints on
qualified money in smaller accounts, including the number of
funds/ETFs used. In these smaller accounts, I am more likely to use
passive products for several reasons, including effort to reduce
internal costs.”
Dual-registered, <$100 million in AUM

“Research, performance and kicking the tires are all important
and something you pay a premium for to be able to pick best
of the best.”
Broker-dealer, $500 million to $1 billion in AUM

“Small cap managers have a better history of outperforming their
equivalent benchmark when compared to large cap actively
managed funds.”
Broker-dealer, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

“By the time most active small caps have a decent track record, they
are closed.”
Bank, $250 million to $500 million in AUM

“Small cap (core/value/growth) is the only U.S. allocation (besides
niches/microcap) where we still regularly consider alpha managers.
There are exceptions elsewhere, but alpha is persistent in small cap.”
RIA, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

“Someone has to be watching.”
Broker-dealer, <$100 million in AUM

“We index large cap and look to generate alpha from the active small
cap allocation. Ultimately, the aggregate performance of small cap
is 100% reflective of flow of funds and so (as per ‘01) we reduce the
allocation to zero when flow of funds turns negative.”
Wealth manager, >$1 billion in AUM

“I look at long-term performance and risk-adjusted performance. If
an active manager can protect me in down markets, I will sacrifice
a little bit of upside capture for the reduced risk and volatility,
especially in a space that can show a lot of volatility.”
RIA, <$100 million in AUM
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FOR PROVIDING EXPOSURE TO U.S.
SMALL CAP STOCKS, 8 OUT OF 10
ADVISORS USE ACTIVE MANAGEMENT.
Which small cap product types do you allocate to?

Both active and
passive funds

52%

9

WITHIN THE ACTIVE ALLOCATION,
ALMOST TWO-THIRDS OF ADVISORS
USE TWO OR MORE MANAGERS.
How many active small cap managers do you allocate to?

62%

Two or more

80%
28%

Active funds

One

13%

Passive funds

Neither active
nor passive funds

7%

Source: Building Client Portfolios With Small Cap Growth, June 2019.
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18%
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None

20%

Source: Building Client Portfolios With Small Cap Growth, June 2019.
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LENGTH OF TRACK RECORD, PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND DIVERSIFICATION ARE ADVISORS’
TOP CONSIDERATIONS.
Portfolio Performance Factors: Please rank the importance of each when evaluating actively managed small cap funds.
100%
80%
60%

5: Very Important
38%

42%

28%

27%

42%

36%

0%

14%

21%

4%
3%

Length of track
record/periods of
outperformance

2

1: Unimportant
9%

27%

37%

42%
30%

26%
5%
6%

6%
3%

3

18%

40%
20%

4

16%

10%
5%

Diversification (e.g.,
High relative risk-adjusted
number of holdings and
return (Sharpe ratio)
diversification across sectors)

7%

Correlation relative to
other portfolio holdings

Median market cap
of holdings

Source: Building Client Portfolios With Small Cap Growth, June 2019.
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ADVISORS MOST VALUE DEMONSTRATED EXPERIENCE—AN ACTIVE SMALL CAP FUND’S
TRACK RECORD OVER MARKET CYCLES AND ON THE PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT TEAM.
Portfolio and Investment Team Attributes: Please rank the importance of each when evaluating actively managed small cap funds.
5: Very Important
100%
80%

37%

50%

60%
40%

41%

31%

42%
36%

20%
0%

33%

37%

11%

2%
2%

Track record
over market cycles

15%

23%
4%
2%

Portfolio manager
experience

7%
3%

Expenses

19%

Investment
process

4%
2%

4

3

2

1: Unimportant

16%

14%

31%

34%

31%

40%

12%
10%

Fund or ETF
company brand

7%
4%

Fund size (in respect
to portfolio capacity)

Source: Building Client Portfolios With Small Cap Growth, June 2019.
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TWO-THIRDS OF ADVISORS EXPECT
TO BE MAKING NO CHANGES IN HOW
THEY ALLOCATE TO SMALL CAPS.

“Will increase allocation as large cap leadership wanes.”
RIA, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

“We add or subtract based on drift relative to a target. Valuation is
also considered.”
Trust company, >$1 billion

Please select the response that best describes changes
you’re making to your small cap allocations over the
next six to 12 months.

65%

No change

“I would increase but can’t find ones I like.”
Broker-dealer, <$100 million in AUM

“We search for small cap funds that are
not extremely large that have the ability
to make quick moves.”
Broker-dealer, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

26%

Increase

Decrease

10%

“Our process is active so there are times we may have zero
allocated to small caps and other times when we might have a
relatively high weighting. Currently, we are at zero.”
Broker-dealer, $100 million to $250 million in AUM

“Slowing GDP may be a headwind for small caps, but they are more
insulated from trade issues so it’s a ‘wash.’”
Source: Building Client Portfolios With Small Cap Growth,
June 2019.

RIA, >$1 billion in AUM

“Much would depend on how the economy shapes up. If we slide
into a recession, I would likely reduce exposure to small caps until
we are near a bottom before reallocating to small caps. If markets
continue to plod along, I see no change in my small cap allocation.”
RIA, $100 million in AUM

“If the market pulls back, we will likely increase our small cap
allocation, but not at today’s prices.”
Dual-registered, $250 million to $500 million in AUM
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SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS
Type of Firm

Years As An Advisor

RIA

31%

Private bank

2%

Trust company

2%

11-20 years
21-30 years
More than 30 years

22%

Not applicable
29%

1%

RIA Firm Assets Under Management

Non-RIA Firm Assets Under Management

Less than $100 million
24%

37%

$100-$250 million
$250-$500 million

11%

$100-$250 million

9%

$250-$500 million
55%

Greater than $1 billion

11%

Less than $100 million

5%

$500 million - $1 billion
20%
13%

6-10 years

16%
12%

4%

Bank

Up to 5 years

14%

13%

Dual-registered firm

Wirehouse

6%

48%

Broker/dealer

$500 million - $1 billion
Greater than $1 billion

15%
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Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice, as are statements of financial market trends, which are
based on current market conditions. We believe the information provided here is reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. This material
is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The views and strategies described may not be suitable for
all investors. This material has been prepared for informational purposes only, and is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting,
legal or tax advice. References to future returns are not promises or even estimates of actual returns a client portfolio may achieve. Any forecasts
contained herein are for illustrative purposes only and are not to be relied upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation.
Active management does not guarantee investment returns or eliminate the risk of loss. It should not be assumed that any securities mentioned in this
report will be profitable or experience equal performance in the future.

Calamos Financial Services LLC, Distributor
2020 Calamos Court | Naperville, IL 60563-2787
800.582.6959 | www.calamos.com | caminfo@calamos.com
© 2019 Calamos Investments LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Calamos® and Calamos Investments® are registered
trademarks of Calamos Investments LLC.
SCGBRO 801580 0619O
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